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Creating Place: Context, Connection, Equity
What you have before you is a multimedia collection of explorations, reflections, challenges,
and offerings to the national dialogue around creative placemaking, created by ROOTS
members – multidisciplinary artists and cultural organizers who live across (and some, beyond)
the US South. In it you’ll get a taste of the articles, podcasts, and films, and find links to where
they live in their fullness over on the ROOTS website.
Throughout the 18 months of developing this project, we’ve been guided by three touchstones:
context, connection, and equity. At ROOTS it’s important that we acknowledge our lineages,
those who blazed the trail that we now further. Creative placemaking is a ten year old term
that has transformed our field, but the practices it encompasses are ancient. What we now call
the arts have always been at the center of community life, interwoven with all the practices
developed to meet the physical, social, spiritual needs of a people. We as ROOTS have been
at this for 42 years – we’re proud of our history and also recognize our place in a long line of
cultural workers seeking to make a better world with their communities.
Within the national dialogue on creative placemaking, we are dedicated to uplifting the
more ineffable aspects of this work – human to human connection, the alchemical sense of
shared humanity that art can inspire in us, and that inspires our artmaking. Within the creative
placemaking framework, there can be a tendency to privilege economics and infrastructures
over community connection; neither need be in conflict – they are best when working together.
Community power, unimagined possibilities, and collective brilliance arise when we honor and
make space for everyone’s full selves to arrive, to be seen and valued.
Finally, but always foremost, is equity. Alternate ROOTS’ mission calls for social and economic
justice and the dismantling of all forms of oppression, everywhere. It’s a bold vision, and
throughout this collection you’ll see our members living it out, on the ground, in their home
communities, in creative and committed ways. Please know, and take hope in knowing: this
collection represents only a small fraction of ROOTS members. For every artist, project,
organization featured here, there are scores more ROOTers hard at work in their communities,
cultivating the power of the arts to create social change.
We offer much gratitude to all the contributors, the content development team, ROOTS staff,
and the NEA Our Town program who’ve all played an essential part in bringing Creating
Place out into the world. We lovingly acknowledge everyone who’s been a part of ROOTS’ 42
years, who has helped to weave a community of creativity and accountability, of generosity
and challenge, where work like this can flourish. And we look towards the better world we are
working to create, together.

Nicole Gurgel-Seefeldt

Creating Place Curator & Project Manager
Manager of Communications Strategies, Alternate ROOTS
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who
BENEFITS?
Creative Place -Making, -Taking, -Keeping

roots, routes,
alternate

Dudley Cocke (Whitesburg, KY)

The dictionary will tell you that a root is a part of
the body of a plant that typically develops from
the radicle and grows downward into the soil,
fixing the plant and absorbing nutrients and
moisture. The theater companies and freelance
artists who founded ROOTS in 1976 shared the
“radicles” of the Southern Freedom and AntiWar movements; our nutrient was our Southern
communities. It was also understood that our
Southern soil was different from one place to
the next – and that none was free from poisons.
When the ROOTS charter was signed during
the bicentennial celebration of the nation’s
founding, the gap between the American
Creed – “justice and equality for all” – and the
American Deed appeared as wide as it always
had been. As King had signified in 1967 when
planning the 1968 Poor People’s March on
Washington, we, too, believed powerful forces
mustered by a relative few were trying to beat
us into submission for the purpose of economic
exploitation.
The Civil Rights Movement had taught us that
it was the sum of countless local actions that
made a movement. As SNCC and the Free
Southern Theater put it: “It’s not the size of the
ship that makes the waves, but the motion of
the ocean.” This primacy of place, of particular

In response to increasing KKK activity in the 1980s,
Roadside and Junebug Productions began the
Junebug/Jack collaboration, performing for each
other’s home audiences – one predominately white,
the other black, both low to moderate income.

Photo: Roadside Archives

communities, in that movement was a given we
shared with our ROOTS co-founders.
Today, we have a seeming myriad of terms
for artistic practice that centers community
and place: “Creative Placemaking,” “Art for
Development,”
“Creative
Placekeeping,”
“Creative Economy,” and “Social Practice.”
We have “Community-Based Theater,” “Teatro
Sociale,” “Applied Theater,” “Theater for
Development,” and more. All these terms,
however, must answer the same question
ROOTS was asking in 1976: Who benefits?

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/roadside
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Home:

a place to be from, a place
to take with you, a place to
which to return, and a place
to inform and preserve for
seven generations
Kim Pevia (Robeson County, NC)

The author, at center, with her parents, Mildred
and Calvin Pevia.
Some of my earliest memories of “home” were
when my dad would stop at this tract of land,
lush and overgrown, in what felt like the middle
of nowhere. He would make us walk with him as
he would tell us about his vision of the house
that he was going to build when he retired. It
seemed everything he did had an arc of bringing
him back home.
In my culture everything is circular. Where you
begin is where you end.
I have been home for 11 years now. It has been
healing to garden, walk, pray, and dance on
the land of my ancestors. Our culture feeds
our souls. Part of my personal joy is being with
the Elders quarterly at the Elders’ Ceremony,
camping all weekend and hearing stories of our
people around the social fire. Then the beauty
of offering prayer inside the prayer circle around
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the sacred fire that has been maintained for
generations on that same land, surrounded by
hundreds of prayer ties filled with sacred herbs
tied to the stakes and rails circling the fire,
holding the prayers of those who made them
and all those who have come to the circle.
Although an incredibly sweet way of life, making
a living here is not easy. What does it take to
stay on this land? What does it take to stay in
this place where struggle is a real part of the
day-to-day life?
Creative Placemaking, for me, is what we have
always done. Our art and our culture grew
out of the place from which we came and still
inhabit. It came out of our need to self-identify
and then express to others. It came from our
collective talents and collective sufferings. And
it continues to be part of our collective healing.

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/lumbee-home

Creative Placetaking:
It’s a Thing!
Vicki Meek (Dallas, TX)

Akwete Bandele, owner of the Pan African
Connection Bookstore, Art Gallery, and
Resource Center, welcoming ROOTS
Weekend-Dallas participants to the space.
Photo: Melisa Cardona
.

In Dallas, a city long ruled by developers,
there’s been an upsurge in communities that
traditionally were of color being targeted for
“redevelopment” due to their proximity to the
Center City. Artists populated many of these
communities since rents were affordable and,
as is typical of neighborhoods where artists
settle, they developed a certain “hipness.”

but rarely do we see artists having the ability
to occupy these new developments, nor is the
overall community incorporated in the planning
for such developments. So, the whole premise
undergirding creative placemaking – i.e. the
collaboration between developers, community,
and city planners – becomes more something
of rhetoric rather than practice.

We began to see the language of “creative
placemaking” used to describe these
communities as new development was
proposed. The idea of creative placemaking
– defined by the National Endowment for
the Arts as public, private, not-for-profit, and
community sectors partnering to strategically
shape the physical and social character of
a community around arts and culture – has
largely been replaced with creative placetaking
in Dallas, as is true in many other cities.

It’s incumbent upon artists of color and their allies
to not sit by and allow business to be carried
on as usual as plans are being made for the
gentrification of the last remaining communities
of color. Now is the time to make the strategic
alliances with those working to preserve these
neighborhoods for those that currently live
there, while also striving to develop them for
the betterment of the community. Artists must
see this trend towards creative placemaking
as an opportunity to creatively engage in the
battle against displacement. It’s already late in
this redevelopment game so there is no time to
waste! A luta continua…

The arts and their creators are often used as
the draw for developing new housing or retail,

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/placetaking
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creating place podcast:
l a st c a l l (New Orleans, LA)

Last Call’s Alleged Lesbian Activities ensemble. Photo: Erin Roussel

“We’ve lost space to gather. We’ve lost physical space that it feels like our community can like center
around. ...we’ve lost like another place to like organize...we’ve lost a sense of belonging.”
						– indee mitchell
Last Call is a multiracial collective of queer artists, activists, and archivists in New Orleans, LA.
Drawn together by the closing of the last remaining dyke bar, Last Call creates innovative, multiplatform performances, events, and digital media that document and interpret neglected queer
history, creating connections between those who lived this history and those who have much at
stake if it is forgotten. They conjure up intergenerational gathering places where the movement
for queer liberation is carried forward. Last Call was founded by Rachel Lee, Sara Pic, and Bonnie
Gabel and is co-directed by Bonnie Gabel and indee mitchell. For more information on Last Call
and Alleged Lesbian Activities or to listen to the Last Call podcast visit www.lastcallnola.org.
In this podcast, members of queer performance collective Last Call discuss creating multigenerational queer space and the creation process for Alleged Lesbian Activities, a community
performance event eulogizing New Orleans dyke bar culture.
This episode of Creating Place features conversations with Rachel Lee, Erin Roussel, indee mitchell, and Shanelle Mills, interviews
and recording by Bonnie Gabel and Erin Roussel. Editing, music, and soundscaping by free feral, with additional support from
Hannah Pepper-Cunningham.
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Listen to the podcast: http://www.alternateroots.org/creating-place/last-call

Whose Cotton
You Choppin?
Carlton Turner (Utica, MS)
Genevia R. Turner in a
Mississippi cotton field.
Photo: Melisa Cardona

My mom was around five years old when she
decided that she wanted to go to the field and
chop cotton with her family. My grandmother
was adamant that my mom was too small
and wasn’t ready. Her grandfather, my greatgrandfather, seeing her enthusiasm for work and
her disappointment in her mother’s response,
persuaded his daughter to allow her daughter
to go to the field to work. So her grandfather
sawed the handle of her full-size garden hoe
in half so that she could better handle it in the
field, and off she went to chop cotton.
I must have heard my mother tell this story a
hundred times. It wasn’t until last year, that
I asked my mom a question that I assumed I
knew the answer to: “Who owned the land?”
I assumed that she was going to speak one
of the handful of white families whose names
are etched on the road signs throughout our

community, but to my surprise she gave an
answer that shook my thirty-year understanding
of that telling. “It belonged to us!”
The Mississippi Center for Cultural Production
is more than a project or an initiative. It’s a
directive to shift our community development
framework from consumer to production. The
work of the MCCP focuses on the intersection
of two particular needs of healthy human
development: food and story, both assets found
in abundance in our natural environment. This
intersection has the ability to reimagine our
relationship to the land, to agriculture, to food,
to story and media production in an attempt to
reconnect our history to the development of
our present and future. The land is the source
of our daily bread, and a symbiotic relationship
with that land can yield a type of wealth and
infrastructure that is steeped deep in the history
of this place and these people, my people.

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/sipp-culture
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The Art of:
re/building,
Exposing,
Bridging,
Evolving

Azule, a Place
for the Arts:
A Journey Towards
Creative Placemaking
Alicia Arraya (Hot Springs, NC)

Azule contains myriad mosaics, all
of them painstakingly designed and
executed by Camille Schafer.
Photo: Azule Archives

Without cultural and deeply creative efforts,
addressing the many woes that face human
life seems at best difficult and problematic. In
relation to such healing processes, developing
spaces where creativity gestates – creative
placemaking – may be a key component of our
continued viability. In this regard, Azule, A Place
for the Arts and Community, in Hot Springs,
North Carolina, represents a community-based
expression of these innovative developments.
In its forty years of operation Azule has
evolved through identifiable phases toward
a fuller, richer, more authentic manifestation
of what creative placemaking stands for as a
transformative social possibility.
The first phase began over seventy years ago
in France, where a little Normandy girl lost
her arm to a bomb. Her early trauma aided
her development as an artist, for her earliest

conceptions of her homeland are those of a
lovely fertile countryside reduced to rubble –
little pieces that must be put together again.
Camille’s devotion to quilting, mosaic arts,
and other piecemeal techniques speak to
this. “Maybe this is my aesthetic,” Camille has
stated, “to rebuild, reassemble what has been
exploded.”
Azule continues to expand, and to push the
boundaries and definitions of what architecture
is, what community is, what an artists’ retreat
is, and in so doing, helps to delineate how
safe haven for accessibility, creativity, and
community contributes to us all. As former
resident DeeAnn Macomson said: “In the world
that we have created, we have allowed no time
to daydream, to be quiet in our bodies and
minds, to leave space for ideas and dreams to
make themselves known. At Azule, all of these
things are possible.”

Read the full article: http://www.alternateroots.org/creating-place/azule
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A Global South:
Building Community Through Chinese Dance
Kerry Lee (Norcross, GA)

Atlanta Chinese Dance Company presents Ren and Shen: Chinese Humans and Superhumans, featuring guest
artists from New York based Qi Shu Fang Peking Opera Company. Photo: Cheng Wu
In 1986, a group of immigrants approached
my mother Hwee-Eng Y. Lee about starting a
Chinese dance class for their teenage daughters
in Atlanta. Living in the South – tiny specks of
yellow in a world of white and black – they feared
that their American bred children would lose
connection to their cultural heritage. Yes, they
had already enrolled them in Chinese language
classes. But more school on a Saturday morning
didn’t exactly inspire enthusiasm. But dance…
Dance was another universe their kids already
knew and loved.
My mother’s first five Chinese dance students
were the seeds that would form the Atlanta
Chinese Dance Company (ACDC) in 1991, a
now twenty-seven-year-old nonprofit that has
served hundreds of Chinese dancers ages four
through seventy and millions of audiences
over the years. A snapshot of the company’s
programming over the past year includes
a National Endowment for the Arts funded
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original full-evening production, more than
sixty community outreach performances, and
an after school program for underserved youth
in a predominately black Title I school.
At the core of it, creative placemaking is
about leveraging art and culture to make
communities more livable. ACDC empowers
our predominantly (but not exclusively) Chinese
American dancers to take pride in their cultural
heritage by learning Chinese culture and
history through the art of Chinese dance. These
dancers then share what they have learned with
the general public of all ages and ethnicities
through original full-evening productions as well
as community outreach performances, lecturedemonstrations, and workshops for schools/
universities, libraries, senior centers, museums,
military bases, businesses, cultural events,
and more. Working in tandem with existing
community infrastructure, we enhance limited
education and entertainment on Chinese
dance, history, and culture in metro Atlanta and
surrounding areas.

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/chinese-dance

Empowering Women
at the Border as
Creative Placemaking:
Mujeres en Ritual
Danza-Teatro
Dora Arreola (Tampa, FL)

With translation and editing support from Andrea Assaf

Kenia Delgadillo as Antigona in Antigona en la
Frontera, Tijuana, Baja California.
Photo: Alejandra Villalba

There are many ways to perceive Tijuana: as
the first corner of México, or the last, or as the
doorway to Latin America, or to the United
States. I grew up in the hills above the city,
overlooking the Pacific Ocean and the San
Diego skyline, watching the border patrol cars
and helicopters chasing migrants who were
trying to cross to the USA, every day. The
border was literally in my backyard, in my face
– a horrible stretch of rusting metal, leftover
from the first Gulf War and recycled in México
as a fence to stop the perceived infiltration of
Latinos into the United States. As a child, this
very concrete border fence reminded me every
day that I was considered inferior, poor, dirty,
criminal, that I was not wanted, that I could not
cross. As an artist, as I grew, that fence invited
me to transgress.
Mujeres en Ritual (MER) is the only dance-theatre
company of only women in México. Since its
founding in 1999, MER has become a voice of
this geographically and politically specific place.

Through its works, the company empowers the
community and dignifies the city of Tijuana.
We believe in the transformative possibilities
of queering the border, through embodiment
and staging the lives of women and LGBTQ2+
communities. MER is dedicated to exposing
issues of gender violence in the border region
using an interdisciplinary and intersectional
critique, from a global social justice perspective.
MER also offers new possibilities for creating
interdisciplinary, cross-border collaborations,
and an embodied approach to understanding
issues of im/migration.
We believe that empowering women through
performance is an act of creative placemaking, in
a region where dehumanization and feminicidio
are epidemic. As we move toward twenty years
of the company, Mujeres en Ritual will continue
stirring up, disrupting, unsettling, and queering
the collective imaginary of the USA-México
border.

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/mujeres
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Creating place Film:
Clea r C r e e k C r e at i v e — J ubile e!

Produced by Carrie Brunk and Bob Martin (Rockcastle County, KY);
filmed and edited by Blair Johnson (Baltimore, MD)

People circle to give thanks before a four-course farm-fresh feast at Clear Creek following the performance of
Land, Water, Food, Story.
Photo: Melisa Cardona

Clear Creek Creative is both a grounding place and an ever-evolving vehicle for living in harmony with
nature and with one another. At Clear Creek, we lead with our art, cultural and community organizing,
transformative facilitation, and stewardship of the land to envision and enact a better world. We are
situated in the woodland foothills between the bluegrass of Kentucky and the Appalachian Mountains.
In this short film, excerpts from Jubilee! are interspersed with interviews about the land, the spirit,
the people, and inspiration of Clear Creek. An ensemble-devised performance and 24-hour artistic
exploration and celebration of liberation, Jubilee! was the culmination of a six-week artist-in-residency
exchange on the Creek. The residency and Jubilee! experience were produced by Clear Creek Creative
partners Carrie Brunk and Bob Martin and devised with artists-in-residence Joel Karabo Elliott, Nicole
Garneau, muthi reed, Walken Schweigert, and Oja Vincent along with our communities.
The film was shot and edited by Blair Johnson of Two Hands Free (Baltimore, MD) and produced by Carrie Brunk and Bob Martin of
Clear Creek Creative (Rockcastle County, KY). Music by Jean Ritchie and Robert Rorrer performed by the Clear Creek Jubilee! Ensemble.
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Watch the film: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/clear-creek

creating place podcast:
ar t2 a c tion (Tampa, FL)

The War & Treaty perform at Veterans Community Open Mic, hosted by Art2Action.
Photo: James Geiger

“If I don’t believe in the possibility of healing, I can’t believe in the possibility of change. And if I don’t believe
that their stories are important for the rest of the world to hear, then how will we ever get the truth about
what we have done in the Middle East and in the world?”
							– Andrea Assaf
Art2Action is based in Tampa, FL and creates, develops, produces, and presents original theatre,
interdisciplinary performances, performative acts, and progressive cultural organizing. Art2Action
supports women artists, artists of color, queer or trans* artists, and creative allies. In this podcast,
Art2Action’s founding Artistic Director Andrea Assaf reflects on the company’s work centering
on Arab, Middle Eastern, and Muslim artists, as well as veteran artists and stories, and the ways
Art2Action builds intersectional bridges among many different communities. For more information,
visit Art2Action.org.
This episode features interviews with Andrea Assaf, Dora Arreola, and Andresia Moseley. Interviews and recording by Bonnie Gabel. It
was edited by Bonnie Gabel and free feral, with additional support from Hannah Pepper-Cunningham. Music and sound design by free
feral.

Listen to the podcast: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/art2action
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people
centered,
people
powered

Making Home Away
from Home
Ashley Minner (Baltimore, MD)

View of The Baltimore American Indian Center
from South Broadway.
Photo: Colby Ware

Droves of Lumbee Indians – my grandfather
included – moved from rural, southern North
Carolina, to Baltimore, Maryland, following
World War II. They came seeking work and a
better quality of life. To what extent they could,
they brought home with them. After all, they
brought each other. Cousins sent for cousins,
siblings for siblings, parents for their children,
and vice versa. An entire Lumbee neighborhood
eventually formed in East Baltimore City.
Almost right away, they set to making safe
spaces to inhabit – home away from home. At
first, they had no physical church, so they held
church in houses, but soon, they were able
to rent different facilities across town. They
raised money to do this by cooking and selling
their cultural foods. Fundraising in this same
way, Lumbee people were eventually able to
found South Broadway Baptist Church in the
neighborhood. From the fellowship hall of that

church, and from the hearts of the people, grew
the American Indian Study Center. The Indian
Center became a space for every other kind of
cultural practice from (more) cooking to (more)
eating to dancing to socializing to planning
to just being. One of the elder leaders of the
community, Linda Cox, explains that, as an
Indian person, in the Baltimore American Indian
Center, “[You] feel more comfortable […] and
you don’t have to tell nobody who you are. You
can just be you when you’re around your own
people. They can respect you for who you are.”
“Creative placemaking” is a relatively new
term, but the practices to which it is intended
to refer are not new at all. I understand it to be a
capitalist appropriation of what have essentially
been the survival strategies of our people – and
others – who know what it is to make a place
out of no place, to make a way out of no way.
It’s not just what we do, it’s who we are.

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/baltimore
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I am Powerful:
Reclaiming and
Uplifting the Power,
Space, and Voice of
Incarcerated Youth
Jeree Thomas (Richmond, VA)

Justice Parade 2017, Performing Statistics.
Photo: Craig Zirpolo

“I am smarter than you think…
I am not a criminal
I am not an animal
I am powerful.
Give me freedom
And I bet I’ll succeed…
Believe that I am powerful.
And I will become something one day.”
On a hot and humid July day in Richmond,
Virginia – walking distance from an old port
that 200 years ago made Richmond one of
the largest sources of enslaved Africans in
the country – sat a group of primarily African
American teenagers. For a few hours, three days
a week during the summer, they traveled from
their cells at the Richmond Juvenile Detention
Center to ART 180’s Atlas Teen Center on
Marshall Street.
They were a part of the second cohort of the
Performing Statistics Project. One by one,
they went into ART 180’s bathroom, which was
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rigged into a makeshift recording studio, and
they spoke the words they had written. A poem
called...I am powerful.
If you define creative placemaking as individuals
within a community using art and its resources
to make their communities more livable and
vibrant places, then youth incarceration is the
antithesis of creative placemaking. It is taking
one of the most valuable resources from a
community, its children, and teaching them
how to survive in an institution instead of how
to contribute to a community. Hosting the
Performing Statistics Project in Richmond was
and is particularly significant, because black
male and female youth who participate in the
project are the descendents of a dark American
legacy. They call the capital of the confederacy
their home. They, like their ancestors, are not
free to live their lives independent of institutions
that claim ownership and responsibility for
them. Instead of using statistics to dehumanize,
we were determined to use statistics to set the
stage for their compelling narratives.

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/performing-statistics

The Struggles & Successes
of Building an Inclusive
Arts/Activist Community
on the Border
Samuel Valdez
(San Diego, CA and Tijuana, B.C. Mexico)

Reading of Letters from the Wall by Dave Rivas
at the US/Mexican Border in Playas de Tijuana,
B.C. Mexico, for the Bi-National Theater and Art
Festival 2017. Left to right: Sylvia Enrique, Rick
Zazueta, Dave Rivas, Mila Daniels.
Photo: Enrique Chiu

The effort of creating space for me as a disabled
artist in San Diego and Tijuana has been a
challenge. For the past 12 years the alternative
art scene in San Diego had taken a huge hit.
Competition for the limited number of resources
started to impact the arts dynamic. The small
theaters whom I worked with and where I had
built my trajectory became extinct. Something
needed to be done. Thus, I set myself to build a
new arts organization where total inclusion was
the focus.

in mind, we started doing Latinx play readings
for the community focused on social justice
and change, at the Centro Cultural de la
Raza. In 2014 we did a small, two-night scene
festival; the following year, CARPA took a leap
creating a festival titled “REBELDES” (Rebels).
In 2017 CARPA took on a bigger challenge –
collaborating with two organizations based in
Tijuana to present a festival on both sides of the
border, breaking bigger ground with me as the
organizer.

At the end of 2013, CARPA San Diego was
formed with the mission to create a space
where Latinx artists could highlight their talent
through theater, dance, music, and other artistic
expressions, reaching out to the community in
a non-traditional setting, with the clause in its
values to include all people. In the 1940s, 50s,
and 60s, carpas (tents) were used in Mexico as a
performing mechanism to bring entertainment
to poor communities at a low cost. With this

2017 was the time to strengthen ties with one
another. I, as an individual artist with cerebral
palsy trying to create my own space where
there wasn’t any, feel the necessity to continue
creating spaces where art and activism can
build changes in all of us as a community who
struggles to be heard and recognized for who
we are. I believe that by using the arts to foster
change, we as individuals will grow to make this
world a better place for generations to come.

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/carpa
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creating place film:

Co nNE C K t e d – I ma g i n i n gs for T rut h an d R econ ciliat ion
Film by the Charleston Rhizome Collective (Charleston, SC);
edited by Jason Gourdine with Gwylene Gallimard

Charleston Rhizome Collective members, L-R: Pamella Gibbs, Gwylene Gallimard, Debra Holt, JeanMarie Mauclet, La’Sheia Oubre. Photo: Donna Cooper Hurt

“conNECKted’s” first collective questions were: Partnership with whom? Prosperity for whom?
From there, as the field of our questioning leads us unmistakably from housing to education, to violence,
to climate, back to justice, we realized that such connectivity of issues were not drawing a vicious circle
but an ever-widening path to action. It is the process “conNECKted” went through, during its intense
history, which made it obvious that, although our goal is to promote social and economic justice for
all in Charleston, nothing would change without a bridge built between the past of a society deeply
divided around race, class, geography, education, justice and a future founded on equal rights, equal
opportunities, equal respect.
The Charleston Rhizome Collective is an art in/with community group, where education, art, and
activism intersect. By design we are grassroots, interracial, and intergenerational. We are diverse in
race, age, income, talent, education, professional occupation, and this is reflected in the activities
and projects we initiate. Many of us were born and raised in Charleston; others are first generation
immigrants. Our projects like the recent “conNECKted: Imaginings for Truth & Reconciliation” (201517) challenged processes of collaboration in the visual arts and equitable community involvement.
Our collective and members of the collective have received project funding from the NEA, We Shall
Overcome Fund, Charleston Office of Cultural Affairs, Puffin Foundation, SC Arts Commission, Coastal
Community Foundation, Alternate ROOTS, and ArtPlace America.
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Watch the film: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/conneckted

Holding
Space:
Memory,
recovery,
resilience

creating place film:

S pi r itH o us e – r e s ha p e t h e Mo( u)rn in g

Film by Rodrigo Dorfman (Durham NC), in collaboration with SpiritHouse (Durham, NC)

“SpiritHouse is rich culture, mamas and ladies on porches, it’s alchemy, it’s first breath and recovering
first breath.” 							
							– Mya Hunter

SpiritHouse is a multigenerational Black women-led cultural organizing tribe with a rich legacy of
using art, culture, and media to support the empowerment and transformation of communities
most impacted by racism, poverty, gender inequity, criminalization, and incarceration. Since
1999, we have worked from our home base in Durham, North Carolina to uncover and uproot the
systemic barriers that prevent our communities from gaining the resources, leverage, and capacity
necessary for long-term self-sufficiency.
We are Black, cash poor, disabled, queer, formerly incarcerated, grassroots organizers, artists,
alchemists, strategists, and healers. We are multigenerational, valuing the genius of Black youth
and the lived experience and wisdom of our elders. We prioritize the leadership of the people at
the center of the issue who are most impacted by systemic racism and oppression.
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Watch the film: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/spirithouse

creating place podcast:
n ikiko m a s umo t o & ki mi ma ed a

Nikiko Masumoto (Del Rey, CA) & Kimi Maeda (Pendleton, SC & Hamada, Japan)

Kimi Maeda performs Bend – the true story of two
men interned in a Japanese American internment
camp – at ROOTS Week 2015.
Photo: Melisa Cardona

The Yonsei Memory Project’s Days of Remembrance
event at the Fresno, CA Fairgrounds. Japanese Americans were detained here in 1942, after Executive Order
9066 was signed. Photo: Jeff Aiello

“I feel like it’s wise for us to think not only about what our stories mean to ourselves, but also what our stories
mean to other people. And, unfortunately, some of the same – for lack of a better word – technologies of
racism are being recycled...and re-used to marginalize and hurt other communities.”
							
							– Nikiko Masumoto

“In my mind it’s about places that are lost – which in some ways seems like the opposite of creative placemaking,
but maybe not. … It’s about questioning what is home … understanding how complicated that is especially
when the place you called home doesn’t want you any more or doesn’t exist anymore…”
							
							– Kimi Maeda

Kimi Maeda and Nikiko Masumoto, two multidisciplinary Japanese American artists, discuss home,
memory, and creating place in the context of – and in resistance to – erasure. They’re both creating
work that commemorates the imprisonment of Japanese Americans by the US government during
World War II, intervening in intimate, personal, and collective ways in the forgetting of this chapter of
US history.
This episode of Creating Place features interviews with Nikiko Masumoto and Kimi Maeda, conducted, recorded, and edited by Bonnie
Gabel with additional support from Hannah Pepper-Cunningham. Music and soundscaping by free feral.

Listen to the podcast: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/masumoto-maeda
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Making Space for
Survival:
Notes from Tejas, Atzlan
Edyka Chilomé (Dallas, TX)

Ofelia Faz-Garza, founder of The Meet Shop, and
her daughter.
Photo: Melisa Cardona

I begin this article by acknowledging the place
and time from which I write – January 2017. This
week there is an itching in the consciousness
of women all over Turtle Island (what is called
United States of America). This week the world
witnesses the crowning of a capitalist prince, an
affirmation of an empire that has long reigned.
This week in Dallas Tejas Atzlan brown women
of all kinds will gather their many tongues with
their children wrapped around their limbs and
their uneven steps swirling around them like
orbs. They will be armed with paintbrushes,
poetry, stories, prayers, songs, chants, chisme,
ganas, rabia – the weapons of resistance we
have always known. We will gather in spaces
that we have made safe with our hands and
the tender fierce courage of our hearts. We
will birth movement of spirit and minds in our
homes, be that in our comadres’ living room,
kitchen, or bedroom floor. We will tell each
other of hermana Ofelia’s new space, The Meet
Shop in Mexican Oak Cliff where we heard she
is hosting workshops for mujeres like us who
have walked this land many more lifetimes
then we could ever count. We will do this as we
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readjust the bodies and spirits of our children
wrapped around our waists. Their limbs and
eyes learning what it feels like to be a colonized
people creatively making place for survival
again and again.
Creative Placemaking is defined by the
National Endowment for the Arts as “public,
private, not-for-profit, and community sectors
partnering to strategically shape the physical
and social character of a neighborhood, town,
tribe, city, or region around the arts and cultural
activities.” In my walk as an artist of color I have
found that outside initiatives who feel the need
to, “shape the physical and social character
of a neighborhood, town, tribe, city, or region
around arts and cultural activities,” often intend
to imply that these things are not already
preexisting. More often than not, it is assumed
by these initiatives that low-income communities
of color are the spaces that are often lacking
culture and art. Yet it seems particularly odd
to assume that organized and intentional art
and culture are not already present in a place
inhabited by human beings.

Read the full article: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/tejas-atzlan

creating place podcast:
holle r in s p a c e

Hollerin Space artists Angela Davis Johnson (Atlanta, GA) and muthi reed (Philadelphia, PA & New Orleans, LA).

“It [the Hollerin Space] feels like placemaking to me, it feels like placemaking in the body – it feels like that:
like the body is a place and that’s what we’re working with…”
							
							– muthi reed

“Because it’s not one thing, you know? It’s not all pain, it’s not all joy – it’s, it’s all of it, it’s all of the human
experience being honored and signified in a moment, in a portal. And you’re being seen. The Hollerin Space
– you are seen and you are valuable.”							

							– Angela Davis Johnson

Hollerin Space is a spatial arrangement initiated by artists muthi reed and Angela Davis Johnson.
We hold space for dreaming and being. Formed from a need to share creative processes and make
work that supported us in unpacking our preoccupations with objects/data and physical space/
embodiment. Black life is a particular lens through which we center our work and we collectively
cull cultural ways and artifacts to generate a Hollerin Space “happening.” We explore: migration,
world building, ancestor devotion, blood memory, Black love, family, Black women visibility and queer
embodiment, sensory programming and coding, public life, solidarity economy, social gathering, and
interplanetary connectedness.
This episode of Creating Place includes interviews with Angela Davis Johnson, muthi reed, Ron Ragin, Lauren Hind, daniel johnson, and
Iya’Falola H. Omobola. Interviews and recording by Bonnie Gabel. Edited by Bonnie Gabel and free feral, with additional support from
Hannah Pepper-Cunningham. Music and soundscaping by muthi reed.
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Listen to the podcast: http://alternateroots.org/creating-place/hollerin-space
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